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Abstract 
 

Starting in 1997 FP&L Seabrook commenced 
a modernization program to update the Seabrook 
NPP Simulator delivered in 1982 to a modern 
simulator platform capable of supporting the 
operator training requirements, improve system 
maintenance as well as add new capabilities such 
as classroom training. The initial simulator was 
delivered on ENCORE Gould computers which 
had become obsolete.  

 
The modernization of the simulator was 

performed in multiple phases that reduced down 
time requirements and ultimately provided the 
user with a flexible environment to maintain and 
upgrade the simulator for years to come.  FP&L 
Seabrook which at that time was owned by  
NAESCO contracted WSC through a prime 
contract with DS&S in 1998 to provide its’ 
3KEY MASTER Simulation Environment and 
modeling tools for this upgrade effort. As part of 
this contract WSC supplied the a new real-time 
executive platform, a modern instructor station 
and modeling tools allowing for the phased  
upgrade of the process modeling to a modern 
object oriented design.  

 
This paper outlines the phases of 

modernization which Seabrook and WSC 
undertook  and the resulting value to the plant. 

     
Introduction 

 
 In 1996 NAESCO (now FP&L) initiated a 

multiphase simulator upgrade project to replace 
its aging ENCORE computers and re-host the 
existing software to new industry standard PC 
computer platforms, replace the simulator 
existing Input/Output (I/O), and upgrade several 

simulation models.  The elements driving this 
upgrade where as follows: 

 
1. Aging I/O system with no replacement parts 
2. Aging computer system ENCORE Gould 
3. Models that were not easy to maintain and 

upgrade as the technology moves from 
assembly language to FORTRAN, C and 
C++ 

 
Hardware I/O System Modernization 
 

The first step FP&L Seabrook performed 
was the replacement of the simulator I/O system. 
The existing system was manufactured in the late 
70s and was no longer supported by the original 
manufacturer. The Seabrook staff performed an 
evaluation of the I/O systems existing in the 
market and selected an I/O replacement system 
based on the following criteria: 
 

1. price (value) 
2. failure history (MTBF) 
3. long-term maintainability 
4. compatibility with the current system  

 
Price, failure history, long-term 

maintainability are usually the main concerns in 
the purchase of an I/O system, but it is important 
to note that a non-compatible I/O system may 
seem superficially cheaper, but may result in 
instrumentation wiring changes and software 
changes that add to the cost through additional 
labor and testing. Therefore, the search for a 
replacement I/O system should the above 
reference elements, but should also investigate 
the compatibility with the existing system to 
provide the best value. 
 

Another consideration in the selection of an 
I/O system is its complexity which impacts the 
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ability of the staff to internally maintain. I/O 
systems range in complexity and capabilities, but 
the selection of the most complex or function 
rich I/O system may not be the best solution for a 
simulator platform. It is important to evaluate the 
system features based on the current and possible 
future use of the system in a training simulator 
application rather than on the unused features 
that the specific I/O system may have. Complex 
I/O systems are usually un-maintainable by the 
simulator staff and require manufacturer support 
for most problems. It is worth while to 
investigate systems that allow the user to 
maintain and resolve problems without the 
reliance on outside support.  
 
PHASE I; MODERNIZATION 
 
Computer System Modernization 

 
Around 10-15 years ago, the computer 

system used in a training simulator was the 
costliest single purchase item on a project. Today 
this has drastically changed making the computer 
system cost insignificant to an upgrade or a full 
scope simulator project. The general drive in the 
industry is for a Pentium PC with a MS 
Operating System (O/S). This is due to the 
abundance of 3rd party software and support. 
Over 90% of upgraded simulators in the past 10 
years have been to a MS foundation. The 
remaining systems have elected a Unix (Linux) 
solution. 

 
In the Seabrook case the computer platform 

and operating system was decided as a MS O/S 
Pentium PC platform. The main problem faced 
by project was the abundance of Gould 
Assembly Language. This presented a major 
problem in performing a direct port of the 
models.  

 
WSC’s experience with assembly code 

translators which had been used in few cases in 
the industry resulted in software that is able to 
run on the new platform, but was not 
maintainable. Therefore, the decision by 
Seabrook and WSC was to replace all assembly 
language systems with new updated object 
oriented models based on the 3KEY MASTER 
Software.  

   
WSC’s exclusive real-time 3KEY MASTER 

(MASTER) simulation environment includes a 
state-of-the-art MS foundation Graphical User 
Interface, Real-Time Executive, database and 

configuration management, instructor station, 
and model building tools. The system allows for 
the continuous growth and improvement of the 
simulators through a set of comprehensive 
modeling tools such as a two phase hydraulic 
network, electrical distribution network, relay 
modeling tool, logic and control library and other 
tools that cover all aspects of the plant. 
 
Replacement of the relay logic from   the 
assembly Language 
 

The systems requiring change from assembly 
where all the relay logic and control, electrical 
systems, and some dynamic models written in 
FORTRAN but with embedded assembly code 
used through subroutines or inline assembly 
code. The approximate percent of code requiring 
replacement was 40-50%, but clearly the relay 
logic was the major initial task.  

  
For this development, the actual plant 

equipment wiring schematics were used to create 
an almost replica MASTER wire diagrams. This 
diagram is the simulation model in the MASTER 
Environment. The development work for the 
creation of the relay logic models was shared 
between Seabrook and WSC engineers.  
 

With this tool a one to one correspondence 
between the original schematic diagram and 
modeled wire diagram was provided.   Figure 1 
shows a wire diagram created through MASTER 
Environment and a sample original plant data.  

 
The experience Seabrook gained from the use 

of Wire tool for the relay logic replacement 
project has shown that: 

 (1) the accuracy of the newly developed 
relay logic models improved the simulator 
general performance.  

(2) the efficiency of identifying, debug, and 
resolving problems was greatly improved.  

(3) A new capability for classroom training to 
improve the understanding of operator and 
engineers through clear visualization of the 
schematic (relay) diagrams was achieved  

(4) the environment can also be used in as an 
engineering tool to analyze changes in the 
control logic or tagging out equipment in a fast 
effective manner 

 
At completion of this effort by Seeabrook 

staff and WSC over 3000 relay diagrams were 
developed tested and integrated with the 
simulator load. Almost every relay diagram in 
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the plant can be visualized in the simulator for 
the operator, engineer instructor use. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1: 3KEY MASTER Relay Modeling 
Diagram vs. Original Data  

 
 
Replacement of the electrical distribution 
model from the assembly Language 

 
The Seabrook staff with support of WSC 

replaced the electrical distribution models on the 
Seabrook simulator. This also expanded the 
capability of this simulator in modeling the 
effects of loss of power to equipment in the 
plant. Examples of the replacement models are 
provided in Figure 2.  

 

The electrical distribution replacement 
included a simplified grid model, the diesel 
generators and the internal network of the plant. 

  
Cross referencing between equipment and 

buses through the 3KEY MASTER functionality 
allows an object such as a pump motor to be 
tracked visually between its bus supply and its 
connection to the its breaker or hydraulic pump. 
This feature in MASTER “Name Services” a list 
of simulation pages which an object is used or 
calculated.  

 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2: 3KEY MASTER Electrical 
Modeling Tool  Diagrams  
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Replacement of the Instructor Station (I/S) 
 

Upon the replacement of all assemble 
language and porting of the remaining 
FORTRAN models, WSC and Seabrook started 
the effort of customizing the 3KEY MASTER 
instructor station look and feel in a manner that 
reduces the impact of the change on the 
instructors.  The 3KEY MASTER instructor 
station can easily be customizable through color, 
button sizes, button locations etc. The 
customization effort also included a full set of 
panel graphics and piping and instrumentation 
diagrams for use by the instructors in the full 
scope simulator or in the classroom. 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3: 3KEY MASTER Instructor Station 
and Panel Graphics  

 
The addition of the panel graphics as 

indicated in Figure 3 allowed the instructor to 
maneuver the power plant from his desktop 
computer or laptop. The simulator load no longer 
resided on one or two machines in the plant. The 
simulator load could now be installed on any 
operator, engineer and instructor station allowing 
multiple use of the simulator. The instructor 

could test and develop scenarios independent of 
the full simulator load.   

 
Due to the replacement of the assembly 

language with the 3KEY MASTER models 
intrinsic generic malfunctions were also 
introduced to the system allowing for the failure 
of any valve, pump, transmitter component etc. 
Therefore, the capability of the full simulator 
was expanded with additional malfunctions that 
were not available prior to the upgrade. 

 
The original piping and instrumentation 

diagrams used by Seabrook instructor staff was 
originally drawn using a 3rd party product called 
Dataview. WSC used these to provide a 
background for the updated diagrams. Recently 
also WSC has created a translator that 
automatically moves Dataview diagrams into the 
3KEY MASTER I/S with minimal effort. 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4: 3KEY MASTER Instructor Station 
and Piping and Instrumentation Diagrams  
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With the completion of the instructor station, 

The Seabrook Upgraded Simulator was ready for 
use. Each step taken was essential to providing 
the staff with a powerful tool to improve the 
training, safety and operation of the Seabrook 
nuclear power plant. 
 
PHASE II; MODERNIZATION 
 

Phase I of the simulator upgrade achieved the 
essential steps required to modernize the 
simulator platform and tools. Phase II was the 
next logical step in which the simulator process 
models which were originally hand coded and or 
generated through primitive network tools 
needed to be exchanged with higher fidelity 
models.  Engineering grade process models to 
complete the modernization and to provide 
essential simulator support through a scheduled 
major power up-rate to the plant. 

 
Phase II of the project included the models 

for the reactor and steam generator thermal-
hydraulic models in which Seabrook elected the 
Idaho National Engineering and Environmental   
Laboratory (INEEL) RELAP5. This code has 
been verified against experimental and 
theoretical data and has the pedigree of an 
engineering analysis code. The RELAP 5 code is 
the same code in use at engineering 
organizations to verify accident response and 
emergency procedures.  WSC integrate the 
RELAP5 Code as a task within the 3KEY 
MASTER Environment. In addition, the 3KEY 
MASTER two phase hydraulic network was 
utilized to update the secondary loop completely, 
starting with the steam line header through the 
turbine and moisture separators, condensers and 
condensate and feedwater systems. 

 
 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5:  provides a view of the updated 
thermal-hydraulic models. 

 
Distributed Control Systems Upgrade: 
 

The Seabrook Plant as many nuclear power 
plants in the US and Worldwide introduced two 
Distributed Control Systems (DCS) to the plant 
and to the central control room. These systems 
generally are more reliable and less expensive 
that the old hard paneled control systems.  Four 
solutions are currently used in applying DCS 
systems to a plant simulator, these are:  

 
• Full Stimulation,  
• Partial Stimulation (Hybrid or virtual)  
• and Full Emulation 

 
Initially Seabrook installed stimulated 

systems on the simulator. This later was 
upgraded to emulated systems to simplify the 
number of equipment and the probability of 
failures. In addition to these reason, Seabrook 
can now run the full simulator including these 
DCS controls on one computer without the need 
for other equipment to perform run, freeze, snap, 
reset and other simulator functionality. 

 
Positive highlights of an emulated system are: 

 
▲ No Proprietary DCS Vendor Equipment 

(HW/SW) 
▲ Common Environment with Process Models 

and DCS emulation   
▲ Less Expensive “Common” HW 
▲ Standard Software Employed, e.g. Microsoft, 

C++, Visual Studio 
▲ Increased Flexibility/Portability 
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▲ Multiple copies feasible 
▲ All simulator functions available 
 

The emulated solution is advantageous in 
many ways, but it worth while to note that 
emulated solutions may require additional effort 
in the following arenas:  
 
… Accuracy of the Data Required 
… Labor Intensity to develop a new translator  
… L&C blocks require rigorous testing  
… Graphic look and feel requires  visual and 

reactive verification 
… Translators may need re-verification if the 

DCS system is revised or updated 
… Licensing issues requiring the Simulator 

owner to negotiate license agreement 
allowing them to use the data in an emulated 
environment 

 
In selecting the preferred solution for a DCS 

system the following questions should be 
stressed: 
 
☞ Who will use the simulator engineering or 

training application? 
☞ How important is classroom training? 
☞ How important is a fully integrated 

environment? 
☞ Will you require a development and a 

training system? 
☞ Will you have more than one DCS or PLC in 

the plant? 
☞ Consider immediate and subsequent cost and 

maintenance requirements? 
 
In some cases one approach may not suffice 

all the requirements and two approaches maybe 
necessary such as stimulated for engineering use 
and emulated for a training simulator use. 

 
Figure 6 provides a view of the emulated 

Foxboro and Fisher Porter Systems on the 
Seabrook Simulator. 

 

 
 

 
   

 
 

Figure 6: Sample Emulated DCS Screens 
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Conclusion  
 

Today the Seabrook Simulator is one of the 
most advanced in the World. This was performed 
in phases and steps that reduced the down time 
of the simulator and minimized impact on 
training schedules. A comparison between the 
current versus the original simulator are: 

 
• System reliability improved due to the 

upgrade of the I/O system 
• Upgrade of the computers and operating 

system to of-the-shelf standard equipment 
• Upgrade of the Instructor Interface Station to 

a state-of-the-art modern I/S system 
ergonomically designed for simple clear 
functionality including panel graphics and 
simplified P&IDs 

• Upgrade of over 80 % of the models to an 
object oriented environment capable of 
viewing all aspects of the hydraulic, logic & 
control, relay (schematic) and electrical 
distribution models 

• Upgrade of the reactor modeling to an 
engineering grade model 

• Emulation of the DCS systems reduced the 
number of equipment to be maintained  

• Portable to any laptop or classroom computer 
for use by training and/or engineering 
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